
TEAMING UP FOR QUICK AND
EFFECTIVE DISASTER RELIEF
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs and
Deutsche Post DHL extend their five years of partnership

Under the motto “Living Responsibility”, Deutsche Post DHL,

one of the world´s leading logistics providers, has developed a

comprehensive strategy for corporate responsibility. It is inte-

grated into its longterm corporate strategy and describes how

the Group fulfills its responsibility towards the environment,

its employees and society. Deutsche Post DHL focuses its 

engagement on three programs: GoGreen (environmental

protection), GoHelp (disaster management) and GoTeach

(education).

With the GoHelp program, Deutsche Post DHL leverages its

core competence in logistics and global presence in a targeted

and sustainable way to improve the living conditions of

people in need.

M A K I N G  A  D I F F E R E N C E  T O G E T H E R :  U N I T E D  N A T I O N S  A N D  D E U T S C H E  P O S T  D H L

UN OCHA’s mission is to mobilize and coordinate effective

and principled humanitarian action in partnership with 

national and international actors in order to:

• alleviate human suffering in disasters and emergencies

• advocate for the rights of people in need

• promote preparedness and prevention

• facilitate sustainable solutions.

UN OCHA’s role is to strengthen the UN’s response to both

complex emergencies and natural disasters. In addition it is

aimed at improving the overall effectiveness of the UN’s 

humanitarian operations in the field. 
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When a natural disaster strikes, communities and organizations
around the world mobilize to send relief goods to the affected
area. As aid pours in, however, the risk of airport bottlenecks
increases, threatening to stymie relief efforts. 

After witnessing such a situation in 2003 following an earth-
quake in Iran, Deutsche Post DHL, the world’s leading logistics
provider, decided to use its expertise to help keeping this from 
happening again. Working closely with the United Nations Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) since
2005, a global network of so-called Disaster Response Teams
(DRTs) was created, made up of DHL employees. Acting at the
behest of the UN or of the affected authorities, DRTs deploy to
a disaster-site airport where they use their logistics expertise to
keep essential supplies organized and moving – even under

difficult circumstances. They take care of incoming relief
goods, set up and manage professional warehousing, including
the sorting and inventorying of goods, and prepare them for
onward transportation. 

With three teams strategically placed around the world in 
Singapore, Dubai and Panama, DHL’s DRTs have over 300 
trained DHL volunteers and cover 80% of the world’s disaster
hot-spots. 

In their commitment to providing quick and effective disaster
relief, UN OCHA and Deutsche Post DHL have extended their
successful five year long partnership for another three years.

Here are a few examples of past deployments:

Soon after an 8.0-magnitude earthquake shook Peru’s

central coast in August 2007, 14 members from the DRT

Americas were sent to Pisco Air Force Base, located 240

km south of Lima in the heart of the disaster-struck 

region, where 500 were left dead and some 17,000

homeless. Once there, the DRT supported Peru’s National

Institute for Civil Defense (INDECI) and the UN’s World

Food Programme (WFP) with its logistics know-how. De-

spite the lack of cargo handling equipment the expert

volunteers from DHL processed up to 20 planes daily

loaded with tents, blankets, food and drinking water,

turning over more than 2,700 tons of aid during the

course of their 14-day deployment. 

2007 deployment in Peru
DRT Americas provides logistics support at Pisco Air Force Base after earthquake

In May 2008, Cyclone Nargis tore through Myanmar’s

Irrawaddy Delta region, killing 80,000 and affecting

over 2 million people. While relief efforts were initially

hampered by strict visa regulations, once on the ground,

DHL signed an operational Memorandum of Understan-

ding (MoU) with the UN and got to work. DRT Asia 

Pacific was assigned the task of managing the common

humanitarian warehouse located 20 km from the Yangon

airport.  Over a period of 35 days, 15 DHL volunteers

rose to the many challenges that faced them, handling

2,200 tons of relief goods and assisting more than a

dozen NGOs in their efforts to distribute aid as quickly

and efficiently as possible.

2008 deployment in Myanmar
DHL’s DRT Asia Pacific speeds the distribution of aid to Cyclone Nargis victims

The island nation of Haiti was hit by a 7.0-magnitude

earthquake barely two weeks into 2010, leaving behind

230,000 dead and more than one million people affec ted.

Within just 48 hours of receiving the UN’s request to 

deploy, the DHL DRT Americas, based in Panama, touched

down and started operating out of Toussaint L’ouverture

International Airport in Port-au-Prince. One week later it

moved its operations to the airport in Santo Domingo.

Faced with shortages of all kinds, security issues and a

very poor infrastructure, the operation required 

exceptional logistics skills. Over the course of 30 days,

36 volunteers handled 2,200 tons of relief goods and 

managed a 3,000 sq. meter warehouse for storing and

sorting incoming aid for NGOs on the ground. 

2010 deployment in Haiti
DRT Americas provides emergency logistics support in wake of devastating earthquake

What started as seasonal rains in late July 2010 became

a disaster of historic proportion for Pakistan. By mid-

August the deluge had cost more than 1,700 lives and 

affected more than 18 million people. Following its agree -

ment with Pakistan’s National Disaster Management

Authority, the DHL DRT set up operations at the military 

section of the Islamabad airport, where its team of 30 DRT

volunteers from ten countries in the Middle East and Asia

Pacific received, sorted and processed relief goods for

on ward transport. In cooperation with the UN WFP, the

team handled some 4, 500 tons of relief goods in an ex-

tended 5-week deployment, and packed more than 2,500

DHL Speedballs, waterproof bundles of supplies designed

to be airlifted to those in otherwise inaccessible areas. 

2010 deployment in Pakistan
DHL DRT was asked to extend its deployment to assure continued relief to flooding victims 

On September 30, 2009, the Indonesian island of 

Sumatra was rocked by a 7.6-magnitude earthquake.

More than 1,100 were killed and over 2,500 were injured.

DRT members from Indonesia and Singapore, part of

DRT Asia Pacific, responded to the call of UN OCHA to 

deploy, arriving at the Padang airport to assure effective

supply chain on-site. What made this deployment parti-

cularly challenging was the fact that the Sumatra earth-

quake was the third of three quakes to shake the Pacific

Rim in the span of just four days. In parallel, DRTs

were already assisting relief efforts in the Philippines

and in Samoa, where a hurricane and a tsunami had

affected further people. Together, the team of volunteers

handled 250 tons of relief goods in 15 days.

2009 deployment in Indonesia
Cross-regional DRT effort assures effective post-quake relief 
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UN OCHA, DHL AND DISASTER RESPONSE


